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I’m writing this nearly a year after the tragedy where we lost
Chris. One of the things we decided to do was to produce an
issue of the Kingfisher newsletter The Trasher which would
be devoted to Chris. We hope this will be of interest to his
many friends in and outside of the club and also to people
who didn’t know him.

We’ve also tried to put together photographs and reminiscences which we hope in some small way go towards showing why we all consider it a real privilege to have had Chris
as a dear friend.
Thanks to all who have contributed stories, photos, memories, and anecdotes to this special edition.

Myself and Louise have trawled through past copies of The
Trasher to find what Chris had written. It soon became obvious that there is so much material it becomes difficult to
know what to include and what to leave out.

Dave Surman, Kingfisher Canoe Club
November 2010

As well as his writing for Canoe Kayak, Paddles and the
English Whitewater Guide, Chris would regularly write for
The Trasher. His “Magic Knees News” was always written with
a dry sense of humour and packed with enthusiasm about
past or future activities.
We have tried to select material that reflects his enthusiasm, his sense of humour and his high level of achievement.
Chris was around in the early days of “Rodeo” and paddling
the Nile before it became a popular destination but he was
also involved in frequent whitewater missions at weekends
at the drop of a hat.

Chris & Julia

Hay-on-Wye, October 2009
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Chris Wheeler

On Saturday 21st November 2009 Chris
Wheeler was tragically drowned whilst
kayaking the Upper Dart.
For twenty seven years Chris has been
a very dear friend. Never in a million
years did I expect to be writing this and
whatever I say or write cannot possibly
do justice to the man Chris was.
I first met Chris at his parent`s home in
Kennington, soon after I had joined Riverside around about 1980. I had called
in with his brother Tim. Chris, being
younger, did not start kayaking until the
following year. Even then I remember his
rise to competency was meteoric, hand
rolling within a week. In the old long
glass fibre boats he quickly became one
of the regular band of youngsters that
would be out locally every weekend. I
believe his first trip kayaking abroad was
as part of a Riverside trip organised by
Fred Wondre. From this he quickly progressed, showing his ability and dedication from an early age. When many of
us were still confining ourselves to the
standard whitewater paddles, Chris was
off with Fred and Chris Sladden exploring every bit of whitewater in Wales.
It was on one such New Year trip that
Chris had his unpleasant experience
on Conway Falls resulting in dislocated
knees, a spell in hospital and time in a
wheelchair. Many people might have
been put off by this accident but Chris
learnt from it and came back with a
vengeance, even getting back in a boat
whilst still having callipers on his legs. It

was typical of Chris that he admitted his
mistakes, learnt from them and moved
on.
At this time Chris was working in London, but his heart was always paddling
on some wild river. He took some time
out to go travelling with an old friend
Richard.
When he returned he had no job and
no car. I used to pick him up and we
would go to Kingfisher or the Thames
weirs. Always organised he would tumble down the stairs with a plastic box
of paddling kit and a check list to make
sure he hadn`t forgotten anything. He
also expanded his paddling from trips
to Austria to his first expedition paddling in India with Fred, Chris Sladden
and others on what was, I believe, first
descents of the Sutlej and other rivers.
We had lots of happy times paddling
and socializing. I owe a lot to Chris for
giving me the confidence to tackle rivers
I probably wouldn`t have gone on otherwise. We raised eyebrows one night B
n B ing in Ashburton where we shared
the Valentine`s Day Menu because it
was the best value! It was Chris that introduced me to the southern paddling
network that would head for Dartmoor
at the slightest hint of a favourable forecast. I made many more good friends
and many more paddling opportunities
were opened to me from this.
I remember the 2000 trip to Austria
(The Lonely Goatherd Tour) with some
classic moments at the Landeck Stadtfest, the Sunday afternoon sessions in
the Red Lyon after a Hurley session in
which Chris had spent most of the time
installed in gate 3.
Then there were the times at the
Dart Centre when Chris would set off
early in the morning on a spate day to
do the triple Crown (Upper Dart, Erme
and Plym) having spent the previous
week studying the forecast in the finest detail so he would catch each river
at it`s peak. I remember his comment
one day when he and Mark had been
off paddling every tree infested ditch on
Dartmoor to research the English Whitewater Guide”I felt like I`d been dragged
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by Dave Surman
(first published in the Trasher,
December 2009)

through a hedge backwards- probably
because for most of the time I had”
Over the recent years as Chris` standard of paddling was leagues above mine,
it was inevitable that we spent less time
paddling together. But it was a measure
of the man that Chris was, that socially
we were still together. We would meet
up in the evenings at the Dart Centre. A
group of us would meet up regularly at
lunchtimes during the working week, to
talk and discuss things. Chris along with
Andy Mac helped me off the river and
called for help after I was injured on the
Mawdach and when, a few years ago, I
was going through a bad time, it was
Chris who phoned up, came over after
work and we went down the pub just to
talk. I`ve never forgotten that.
The day before the accident we had
met up for lunch and I`d told Chris that
his old S6 was still going strong having
been sold on from one Pathfinder to another.. His reaction was that he was really pleased that it had gone to a good
home, one of the youngsters. That was
typical of Chris, he wanted others to
share and enjoy what had given him so
much pleasure..
Chris was an exceptional paddler who
had a wise head on and who would not
do something if he thought the risks too
high. He was well loved and respected
even by those who had only a brief acquaintance with him. The 400 or so at
the funeral are testament to this.
I really hadn`t intended this to be so
long, but somehow I didn`t know how
to shorten what I wanted to say. There
is a big hole in the lives of many many
people. Julia, Tim, Phil and his mother
have all lost a dear one. But so too have
all his friends and even the people who
only knew of him have been affected
deeply.
Chris would want us all to remember
him by carrying on doing what he loved
so much.
Chris, you have made such a difference to so many people`s lives. It has
been an honour to know you.
Rest in peace.
4

CHRIS IN THE EARLY DAYS
by Louise Royle
Chris was always a very active contributor of article to various canoeing
magazines, and the KCC Newsletter
was no exception (the newsletter become known as ‘The Trasher’ in late
1991 when a certain Mr David Surman
took over as editor). I have had a very
interesting time going through my collection of KCC newsletters (I have only
kept them since 1987) bringing back
many happy memories. I have selected
a handful of my favourite Chris related
articles to share, particularly some of
the older ones which were hand written or typed at the time.

letter, Martyn Green (the editor) welcomed new members:- Chris is a skilled
canoeist, holds the BCU senior instructor award, has paddled on many occasions with Fred Wondre and other KCC
paddlers of the same ilk. Chris lives in
London.

The first account of Chris’s many paddling trips abroad that I could find was
written by Fred Wondre in 1990 on their
trip to Peru. Here is an extract just to
show how little things have changed:
‘We snaked our way into Heathrow.
Five kayaks, five people and assorted
bags in a long chain. Well-heeled genChris joined the KCC in 1988. In the tlemen with shiny black leather cases
November addition of the KCC News- cast discreet, curious glances in our direction. Chris ‘our
leader’ moved to
Chris, Louise, Daniel
the front. They
Dave. Hurley Rodeo 1993
wanted
#1200
excess baggage
charge. But Chris
did his stuff and
half an hour later
we were on our
way to Amsterdam without having paid anything
extra.’
Chris’s first article contribution
was in November
1994 and a road
test to the Italian
Alps, where items
are graded from
(1) snooze-ville to
(5) knee dislocation good.
The Dart and
the Lyn were always favourite rivers for Chris and
here is an article
he wrote in 1996
of a trip to the
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Lyn that I remember well. We used to
have to book up tickets for the Upper
Dart and Lyn but between us we had
a good system worked out (see Magic
Knees news July 2001). Even then Chris
could talk his way around us having
more paddlers than tickets, and we
were paddling the Sunday when the
tickets were for Saturday!
In the late 80’s –early 90’s there was
a regular bunch of KCC folk paddling
the Thames wiers: Hambeldon, Hurley, and Boulters. Chris was living at
his parents in Kennington at the time
and I would pick him up most Sunday
mornings (having first picked up young
Daniel Harris) and we would head off to
Hurley. In the early 1990s we entered
Rodeo completions together and paddled at the Bitches and HPP. Chris was
by far the most experienced; Daniel had
youth on his side (then went off and
joined the Marines); I was a girl (well, a
young mother) and there we not many
of them; and Dave Surman was Dave
(our manager). Daniels account of the
1991 Rodeo at HPP where Chris paddled a squirt boat is below as well as
an article by Chris in 1995. The photo of
the 4 of us in Hurley car park after the
1993 Rodeo is one of my favourites, and
the picture of Chris with his paddles in
his mouth was taken the following year.
These give a good picture of what Rodeo was like in the ‘early’ days. This may
have been 20 years ago but Chris could
still be found hogging the wave at
Hurley and showing us how the more
‘modern’ freestyle moves were done. I
do, and will always, think of Chris when
I am paddling these places. He was a
great guy, a good friend, a proper gentleman (one, who did not think women
should stay at home knitting) and had a
huge influence on my paddling, inspiring me to go further than I could ever
have dreamed.
5

Chris Hurley Rodeo 1994
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Historical footnote
‘Rodeo’ –the predecessor of Freestyle; ‘young Neil’ – Neil Taunt; ‘The Rodeo Kid’ – Daniel Harris; ‘Patch’ –Patrick Bennett,
now Dagger rep in Canada; ‘Pete’ – Pete Vickers; ‘Simon’ – Simon Westgarth
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Early days:
Austria and Augsburg
1983?
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1994
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Chris on early starts:
“You shouldn’t go kayaking
too early in the morning.
It’s dangerous — you forget
things”
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Scotland, 1987?
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Above: Scotland, early 90s.
From L: Alan Knight, Dave Surman, Angus, Chris Lowe, Dan Harris, Richard Beveridge, Glenda Baker,
Martyn Green, Steve Pullinger, Chris Wheeler, Stuart Brighton, Dan Allen, Fred Wondre
Below: Chris and Fred on the Upper Roy, early 90s.
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Aug 2000
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North Wales,
c. Xmas 1987,
Fred Wondre,
Chris Sladden,
Neil Anstice,
Chris Wheeler,
Patch Bennett,14?

Historical footnote
This article written before the White Nile became
a popular paddling destination, only four years
after first descent.
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Above: Landeck, Austria, 2000, taking 3 weeks’ worth
of empties back, Doug Johnson, Phil Baker, Chris
Below: Landeck Stadtfest, 2000, Dave Surman, Chris,
Doug Johnson
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Chris on Flat Water Racing:
“The winner is the one
with the highest boredom
threshold”
Chris on researching new
rivers for the EWW book on
Dartmoor and after trying to
paddle a shallow tree infested
stream:
“After today I felt like I’d been
dragged through a hedge
backwards — but there again
I had”

May 2001
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CHRIS ON ACCESS
In the days of adherence to the Upper Dart ticket booking system Chris
was challenged by an “Access Official”. Such were Chris` powers of
persuasion he managed to persuade
the official that we were okay to paddle even though we had a different
number of tickets for a different day.
Chris made an appointment to see
his MP, an ardentl advocate of the
fishing lobby. Chris enthusiasm and
commitment were such that he was
eventually shown the door by a frazzled outargued MP!
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Jan 2003
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Left: Chris competing in Abingdon Blastathon
Below: Blastathon prize-giving, quality
prizes to the Master Blaster
Far left: New for 2010, the Chris Wheeler
Memorial Blastathon trophy
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May 2003
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Below: Chris in Norway

Chris on coming across a
meaty rapid and ensuing
carnage:
”Hmmm yes, I forgot about
that bit”

Left: Chris with
Andy McMahon
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Chris on home territory in the South West

Jan 2003
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UNPREDICTABLE WEATHER
ON DARTMOOR…

One New Year Chris had come
down to Dartmoor for a couple of days. On arrival it looked
as if there was a monster low
coming in. This was too good
to miss so he phones up Julia to say he will not be back
for a couple more days and
phones work to say he will
not be in. At the same time
Andy Mac is in an unseasonably bone dry Fort William.
Desperate for water he drives
all night to Devon to meet
up with Chris where he is discovered sleeping in the car
at 6am. We reckon, however
that he must have towed the
high pressure with him as the
forecast suddenly changes
and Dartmoor suddenly dries
up. Chris is desperate to save
his whitewater hours for another occasion and makes
two more calls to say that he
will be coming home after all
and will be going to work.
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Aug 2004
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Magic Knees
News June 2007

CKUK and Paddles and have featured
at Mr Westgarth’s Adventure Paddlers
weekend. Elsewhere in this issue you will
find the latest article, on CA. In addition,
the Doomster has been to Maroc with
Mrs Doomster for some grade 3 gorge
action and Julia and I have been sea
kayaking in Vietnam. All good.

no lasting damage.
Last Winter gave one of us the best
Thames valley play boating season
in years, with two great new venues
Sunbury and Marsh, in addition to
loads of sessions on the legendary
Shepperton Bowl. Brilliant. The Upper
Dart was in condition over and over
again this Winter. Big spate days were
rare, although our wish was finally
granted in March with a day of terror
on ‘Big Sunday’, culminating in Kevin
Francis cracking a rib on a tree on a
very brown and fast Meavy.

Magic
Knees
News
(incorporating Axis of Terror News)

Tetley AKA Dave H recently asked why
I hadn’t written a Knees (*) update
recently. I then checked and discovered
that, whilst I may have done a couple of
articles about our adventures abroad,
I haven’t done a Knees News round
up since December 2005. Oh dear.
The Trasher has gone from strength to
strength since then! In fact, The Trasher
and membership list are the healthiest I
can remember in my 15 years with the
club- great to see.
So, what have KCC die hards Andy
‘McDoom’ McMahon (**) and I been up
to since then, at the grade 5 margins
of polite society? Well, sharing the
honours at the event of the year, the
KCC Blastathon, for a start. I was sad
to wave goodbye to the ornamental
kingfisher, minus beak. Still, I liked the
juggling balls- my advice to Dave is to
raise the veterans’ age limit from 40 to
50 next year! A big thank you to Dave
S and all those involved in making
the event happen. It was good to
see stiff upper lips maintained as the
deluge started – huddled under Dave’s
gazebo as the bouncy castle deflated,
I was reminded of that wonderful
scene in ‘Carry On Up The Kyber’, when
dinner continued under fire. It made
me proud to be British.
Other than that, we’ve been to India,
Quebec and California. Shameless
self publicists that we are, our exploits
have been blazed across the pages of

Here in the UK, we’ve had the usual
creek boating fun and games. Both
New years, North Wales produced the
goods and I’ve had TWO boat write
offs, both resulting from swims on the
Fairy Glen! The first one came after I
complacently ran the first big hit blind
without bank support. After I baled
and went round and round five times
in the ‘green room’, the Doomster
boofed over me. Result- one stub
nosed M3. Secondly, we paddled the
Glen at by far the highest level we’d
ever seen. Result? After cleaning Fairy
Falls and punching the river wide
hole that had formed downstream,
I got nailed in the next hole, on river
right. Fortunately for me, body, boat
and paddle were reunited on river
left just before Pipeline but a split
had appeared at the rear. This was
expertly repaired later by Tim Ward
but sadly I finally finished the boat off
once and for all in California. Not that
I’m accident prone. Still, if you’re not
swimming you’re not learning!

I also managed to hurt my ankles
again, this time on the Mawddach and
could hardly walk on New Year’s Eve! (I
had to lie down in the restaurant after
nearly passing out, so much for not
taking pain killers) I’ve subsequently
had a re-think and re-built my foot rest
to give more ankle support. Anyway,

The sea kayaks have been getting
plenty of use, outings including
everything from the Thames Tideway
and Cambridge to sea kayaking in
Kent, Sussex, Cornwall, Devon and
Pembrokeshire. It’s nice to paddle
‘proper’ kayaks for a change.
Slime (Pete Knowles of Rivers
Publishing) is putting together a
guidebook to inland touring in the
South East (well, ‘Pub Paddles’) and
one or two of us are helping him out
with guide or two. It’s a tough job
researching the pubs. I suggested to
Dave S that he tried lobbying Slime
for the inclusion of Swift Ditch and
the Nags Head. Dave must be very
persuasive because within a couple of
days the legendary Slime was paddling
Swift Ditch with Dave and the Newalls,
en route to the Alps. Slime was very
impressed and Swift Ditch, KCC’s club
house and the very best purveyors of
quality coffee in Abingdon are now
going to be featured in the book. Let’s
hope readers can make sense of Dave’s
unique writing style.

*for those new members
who don’t know, Dave Surman
christened me ‘Magic Knees’ many
year ago, after I dislocated them on
Conwy Falls. The name seems to
have stuck. The ‘magic’ results from
the fact that I’ve been (un) happily
portaging for the last 17 years
without the benefit of any cruciate
ligaments. Not that I like to talk
about it….
** for those new members who
don’t know, Andy was christened
McDoom because he’s Scottish
TRASHER
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and scares the hell out of us with
his grade 5/6 probing. He takes
after Fred Wondre – his descents
may not be pretty at times but he
always seems to get away with it
and always finishes with his paddles
raised above his head like a big
numpty! He’s got lots of other
names, such as McStallion (after a
beer we found in a bar in the USA,
not his prowess) and McHelix (a very
advanced play boating move that,
bizarrely, Andy nailed before he’d
learned to cartwheel properly).
17
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Historical footnote
Chris wrote many articles for Canoe & Kayak Magazine. ‘Hike & Huck’ was one which was first published in the Trasher.

by Chris Wheeler
It was time for yet another desperate portage, up steep, smooth,
slippery Californian Sierra Nevada granite. The rest of the team was out
of sight, and I was all alone. Half way up, my foot slipped and I clung
to the rock face, whilst the creek boat that was strapped to my back
lurched back and forth. One false move and I’d be down the slope and
off down the gorge with the boat still strapped on, like a big helpless
turtle. That’s the last time I strap a boat to my back for a steep portage.
Californian ‘hike & huck’ is ‘a young
man’s game’ (or woman’s) and I’m
not a young man, I’m a middle aged
one. We decided this year to return to
the creek boating Mecca that is the
Californian Sierra Nevada mountain
range, in pursuit of high Sierra granite
pool drop, and I did wonder quite
what I’d let myself in for. I knew that
the boys were drooling at the prospect
of taking on Fantasy Falls and Upper
Cherry Creek, two of the seven classics
featured in the 7 rivers expedition film,
when a group of top young guns set
out to complete all 7 gruelling multi
day missions back to back in a single

stopping off for beers and then staying
on for a party. (“if Carlsberg organised
kayaking trips….”). It’s a friendly place.
Bald Rock Canyon was our big warm
up run, a day mission, with portages
and a 13 mile paddle out across a lake.
Some warm up! Dropping into the

season. I also knew that the latter
entailed a 12 mile hike in, carrying
everything for a 3 to 4 multi day
expedition, without the option of an
NZ style helicopter fly in or the option
of rounding up porters in the local
village for a dollar each (I don’t think
that would have gone down too well
with the local gun toting red necks).
We started by paddling various
classic grade 4/5 boulder garden
sections of the South Fork of the
American, such as Lovers Leap and
Golden Gate. One trip was enlivened
by a riverside group of female teachers
(no, really), who insisted on us

TRASHER MAY/JUNE 07
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canyon and the crux of the run, Atom
Bomb Falls, I couldn’t see any water
downstream, just a jumble of huge
boulders at the foot of steep, smooth,
slippery walls of granite. It looked
impossible. My heart sank. Remarkably,
there was a route through the
labyrinth and we successfully climbed
down to a micro eddy on river right
and made the precarious ferry glide
immediately upstream of the sieves
and sumps of the Falls, and climbed
back down to the river. When we
reached the lake, we failed to persuade
the anglers we chanced upon to give
an immediate lift home in the back
of their motor boat and we paddled
off dejectedly. Round the corner was
our saviour, Si’s girlfriend Cheryl. Praise
be – it wasn’t a mirage – she really
had hired a boat and remembered
to bring refreshments. Lunch bunny
extraordinaire – thank you Cheryl, I’ll
always be grateful.
South Silver offered us a ‘park and
huck’ interlude. Technically easy
enough, but big and intimidating
drops and slides, that looked really big
and hard in the photos – perfect!

It was time for the first big multi
day mission – Fantasy Falls on the
Mokulmne. Would it live up to its
name or be a nightmare?
We camped out at the put in, where
Route 4 crosses the river, at 7,000 ft.
Andy and Kev decided to experiment,
by sleeping out in the open without
tents or bivvy bags, in the hope that

their lightweight
jackets and sleeping
bags would suffice
and they could travel
light. I wasn’t taking
any chances at
7,000 ft!
The locals’ advice
had been that the
Fantasy Falls run
would be low and so
we were surprised to
say the least by how
much water there
was – the put in was
supposed to bony!
Maybe there would
be too much….
True to form, we
ignored the advice to
portage the first two
miles, and got on.
Again, true to form, we
were scrambling up
the bank within half
a mile. After that, it all
went swimmingly. We
paddled, we portaged,
we lunched. In fact,
we had over an hour
for lunch and stopped at 4.30 pm as
soon as we clapped eyes on the perfect
campsite – a sun drenched slab of rock
sandwiched between full on grade 5.
Si checked his GPS – we’d only done
5 miles out 26 miles but we weren’t
worried – it was only the first day.
Day 2, and the fun commenced.
According to the guidebook, we were
going to have to do several portages
of ¼ mile or more, taking in most of
the main gorges. For some reason, we
were surprised when that was exactly
what we got. A pattern emerged – as
the riverbank closed in and the river
gorged up we’d stubbornly push on
with read and run until the very last
break out from hell. Marc and I would
sit there, whilst mountain goat Si
scaled the steep slippery gorge walls to
check out the heinous grade 6 below.
Then we’d get the throw lines out. We
never did learn. Battling through the
undergrowth in my boating shorts
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with my legs cut to shreds, sweating
away in my dry top and with 35 kgs of
boat and kit digging into my shoulder,
I was feeling very, very old as I lagged
behind the others. At one point I was
caught, sat on a rock staring into space,
rocking back and forth and muttering
like a mad man about road side read
and run.
It was slow going and at 4pm, faced
with another heinous portaged, we
pitched camp. We got out the forestry
map and GPS. Reality dawned us – we’d
only done 10 miles out of 26 in a day
and half. Oh dear. It was like the last
supper, as we ate the last of our ready
meals. Kevin, the team scaremonger,
mentioned bears, a hazard that most
of us had forgotten all about. If the
rattlesnakes and scorpions didn’t get
us, the bears would. It was the food
they were after – maybe it was a good
thing we were running out of it. Marc
was due back at work in San Joe on
day 4 – oh dear indeed.
337

What a way to start the day, with a
portage of the entire gorge. Thankfully,
after that, we motored through
mellow sections, pool drop and more
portages. No time to mess about – as
soon as the gorge walls closed in our
boats were on our shoulders.
Praise be, we reached a big double
drop, consisting of a clean 40 footer
and 20 footer. This had to be Fantasy
Falls – we were going to make it. After
a lengthy bout of uncharacteristic
gentlemanly good manners (“no, after
you good Sir, I insist”) the falls and
video footage was bagged and the
team charged on towards the lake,
enjoying an excellent finale, as the
river, good to the last drip, propelled us
through 300 yards of full on pool drop
grade 5 before spitting us out into
the lake. Time for 5 miles of flat water
paddling in creek boats – just what
we didn’t need. We made to the cars
in the last of the daylight. Thankfully,
the cars, shuttle bunnies and beer
were on hand. We’d survived, we’d
done it. More importantly, I’d survived,
an old guy on one of the young guns’
toughest ‘hike and huck’ classics.

Next up, the 12 mile hike into
Upper Cherry Creek. Unfortunately,
it turned out that river was still to
too high and with only three days
to go before we were due to fly
home, Andy and I wouldn’t be able
to paddle it. I tried hard to look
disappointed.
Eager to find something masochistic
to do, the team did the 2 mile hike in
to West Cherry and enjoyed 4 miles of
full on Norwegian style drops, followed
by a portage fest on the still too high
Upper Cherry Creek run out and then
the mandatory lake paddle. Top class
probing from young Max and Andy
McDoom – the rest of us didn’t fancy
boofing 20-25ft onto 6 inches of water.
Good effort. We later met up with the
young guns that followed us down the
next day, who had incurred a broken
nose and had to pull one of their team
up out of the heinous looking big pot
hole drop that we all portaged. Eek!

We wound down on the
Tuolomne rafting and Cherry Creek
runs. Great.
After we’d left, Si and Andy did
their 12 mile hike in to Upper
Cherry Creek, and nailed the whole
run including Chery Bomb Gorge,
but that’s another story. Good
effort guys! One day, maybe I’ll
do it – but only if they introduce
an NZ style heli-boating service.
Otherwise, no way!

Chris Wheeler ‘portaged
for England’ alongside Kevin
Francis, Marc Musgrove, Si
Wiles and young Max. Andy
‘McDoom’ portaged and
probed for Scotland and is
made of girders. Probably.
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Sea kayaking along the Jurassic Coast

by Andy Levick

In early October 2009 a few of us attended the South West
Canoe show at Exeter and met up with Franco Ferrero to
discuss a new guidebook about sea kayaking in the South
East of England. The plan was for Chris, Mark R and myself
to write a guidebook covering various sections of the south
east coast, for example Seven Sisters and Thames Estuary.
In the afternoon, Chris and myself went for sea kayaking
trip along the Jurassic coast near Sidmouth. Neither of us
had paddled this part of the coast before, and we were eager
to give it a try. Chris was also keen to test his brand new sea
kayak in windy conditions, and the forecast for force 5+ SW
winds was ideal for this. The thinking was as long as the wind
following us, we should be fine.
We started at Budleigh Salteron, and paddled eastwards
along the coast towards Ladram Bay passing impressive red
sandstone cliffs along the way. Sure enough it was very
windy, but it was a following wind and not too much of an
problem as long as we didn’t try to land on the steep beaches with big dumping 6 foot surf. Ladram Bay has awesome
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rock stacks, quite unusual for this area. Chris was suitably impressed and said that Julia would love this. We carried onto
to Sidmouth past enormous sandstone cliffs. It was a very
stormy day with brooding skies and Chris commented on
the impressive coloured cloud formations behind us (I didn’t
notice - I was too busy trying to stay upright in the now force
6 winds).
We passed the town of Sidmouth and then onto the Beer
and Seaton - All very pretty. Getting out at Seaton proved
a challenge because of the big waves pounding onto the
steep shingle beach. Luckily as we reached the end of Seaton
beach, we found a harbour. We weaved our way into the narrow harbour amongst the big breaking waves.
It was a wonderful day with good memories, and sadly
the last time I paddled with Chris. I think this may have been
Chris’s last sea kayaking trip. The SE sea kayaking book is still
going to be written, albeit rather slowly now. I feel the book
should be dedicated to Chris. RIP Chris.
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Costa Rica, 2004
L: Caffe Turrialba. Chris Wheeler, Mark Rainsley, Dave Surman, Andy McMahon
Below: Andy Levick, Chris Wheeler, Simon
Wiles, Cheryl Robinson, Dave Surman, Mark
Rainsley
Far below: Tropical flash flood on the Sucio.
Andy Levick, Simon Wiles, Mark Rainsley, Chris
Wheeler, Andy McMahon, and Martine the
driver

Chris on arriving at a river with no water in it:
“There’s only one thing worse than going to a river to find it’s too low,
that’s NOT going to a river and discovering it’s at a perfect level”
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Mark Lyons
“I didn’t really know him , not well
enough , yet he shifted something inside me , moved it in the right direction and hopefully his memory will stay
with me for a long time.”
Dug Rae
“This trip is the only time I ever met
Chris though I doubt I’ll ever forget the
guy, six days of trying to follow him
down the Grand Canyon of Asia saw to
that! Chris was a bit of an inspiration to
me as a paddler and I will count myself
very lucky if I ever achieve anywhere
near the competence and level headedness on the river as Chris Wheeler.”
Neil Farmer
“From an early meeting with Chris, at
the River Ogwen one December morning, his infectious enthusiasm was everywhere. He could motivate a brick!!
Always in a rush to get on the river, so
that we could get to the next one before it got totally dark, but always having the time to take care of the people
he paddled with!”

Chris on cats and going
paddling:
“I’m not going to Devon
this weekend as I’ve got
a cold and we’ve got a
new kitten — ah well,
there goes the rufty tufty
hard boater image!”
The cat’s name incidentally was Hurley.
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